Built on 30+ years of job cost accounting experience

Infor® Construction can help you track all costs that go into a job, comparing estimates vs. actual costs, commitments, subcontractor performance, labor, materials, and cash position; and have ongoing Business Intelligence for your operations.

Efficiently manage costs

Gain control and visibility to all financial aspects of every construction project—monitoring performance and job profitability. Achieve operational efficiencies by tracking percent complete, labor productivity, and unit costs, and also manage subcontract relationships using the tools available with Infor Construction.
Optimize cash flow and assets

Manage projects more tightly while tracking cost-to-complete, customer billings, and cash receipts in order to fundamentally change the economics of your operations. Inject new discipline into selecting and managing resources for projects and, over time, mitigate the cost and risk related to their usage.

Infor Construction empowers your business with:

- **Phase/cost codes**—Collect costs for jobs using multiple work breakdown structures.
- **Financial integrations**—Seamlessly integrate all accounting functions to ensure easy reconciliation between general ledger and job cost reporting. Estimates can be entered or imported as dollars, quantities, and/or hours.
- **Your choice of multiple billing methods**—Free form billing, cost plus, Contract, Progress Billing (including AIA) and Time and Materials are available.
- **Summary and detail job cost reports**—This gives the project manager real time data needed to run a job efficiently. Reports show projections of cost at completion, percent complete and budget variances.
- **Drill down capability**—Job overview with drill down capability allows you to see the underlying detail of summary cost and revenue numbers.
- **Importing capability**—Allows import of cost quantity and hours estimates from spreadsheet applications.
- **Customizable reporting**—Intuitive addition to the capabilities of Microsoft Excel, enables adaptive, powerful reporting and presentation of real-time data.
- **Executive dashboard**—Interactive graphical tool that provides high-level job cost information at a glance for the corporate decision maker. The dashboard displays executive level financial and operational data in real time.
Customized for construction

Infor Construction offers rich functionality tailored to meet the unique demands of your industry. An integrated construction management and accounting solution, Infor Construction provides the accurate information you need to manage your business more efficiently and profitably.

Benefits
- Fully integrates job cost with accounting
- Streamlines financial reporting across multiple entities
- Provides real-time analysis of estimated vs. actual costs
- Manages contract relationships and tracks job cost commitments
- Delivers drill down inquiry and reports for easy accessibility of transaction details
- Your choice of deployment method based on business goals

Learn more ›